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Abstract—The application of deep learning to 3D point clouds
is challenging due to its lack of order. Inspired by the point em-
beddings of PointNet and the edge embeddings of DGCNNs, we
propose three improvements to the task of point cloud analysis.
First, we introduce a novel feature-attentive neural network layer,
a FAT layer, that combines both global point-based features and
local edge-based features in order to generate better embeddings.
Second, we find that applying the same attention mechanism
across two different forms of feature map aggregation, max
pooling and average pooling, gives better performance than either
alone. Third, we observe that residual feature reuse in this setting
propagates information more effectively between the layers, and
makes the network easier to train. Our architecture achieves
state-of-the-art results on the task of point cloud classification,
as demonstrated on the ModelNet40 dataset, and an extremely
competitive performance on the ShapeNet part segmentation
challenge.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep learning on 3D point clouds has progressed at a
fast rate since the introduction of PointNet [1]. Due to the
lack of any arrangement of a set of N points lying in
a D-dimensional space, the network needs to be invariant
to their reorderings. The first papers to point this out as
a potential research problem were PointNet [1] and Deep
Sets [2]. They use permutation invariant and permutation
equivariant functions respectively to process the points to map
the data to a symmetric function, which results in the desired
representation of the data. Further research [3] has taken the
idea of PointNet forward and applied it to various domains.
Locality information has also been added to the architecture in
Dynamic Graph CNNs (DGCNNs) [4], where networks look
at a local region in space rather than the entire point cloud in
terms of its global coordinates.
Inspired by both the PoinNet and DGCNN architectures, we
address the notion of simultaneously looking both globally and
locally at the input point clouds to extract meaningful and ap-
propriately weighted features from them. We learn meaningful
global point cloud embeddings using the shared Multi Layer
Perceptron (MLP) to obtain a symmetric function over the
entire point cloud, making it invariant to any permutations in
the input. We combine this representation with the dynamic
locality information from DGCNNs [4] to create a layerwise
representation for the input points that contains both global,
as well as local information. We enhance the architecture
further by rescaling each embedding produced by our layer,
via squeeze-excite [5], such that the most important point
representations are always used by the network to perform the
task at hand. Furthermore, we apply attention over different
feature aggregations and we use residual identity mappings [6]
to propagate information between embeddings. These connec-
tions also lead to better gradient backpropagation through the
network and this leads to stable learning. In summary, our
contributions are:
1) We propose a novel attention-infused layer, a FAT layer,
for 3D point cloud processing that optimally combines
both global point-based and local edge-based embed-
dings, via non-linearly derived weightings.
2) We apply weightings over two different feature aggrega-
tion methods that is better than either aggregation alone.
3) For the first time, network learning for processing 3D
point clouds is enhanced with residual connections, with
upscaling of embedding dimension handled by shared-
weight MLPs.
4) An extensive evaluation shows state-of-the-art results on
the ModelNet40 classification task, highly competitive
results on the ShapeNet parts segmentation task, and
exceptional robustness to random input point dropout.
Ablation studies confirm the effectiveness of the con-
stituent components of our network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II,
we present the background literature. Section III describes
the FatNet architecture both in outline and detail. We follow
that by first an evaluation of 3D point cloud classification
(Sect. IV) and then an evaluation of 3D point cloud segmen-
tation (Sect. V), both using standard benchmark datasets and
compared to state-of-the-art networks. The evaluation sections
also detail further experiments, such as robustness to missing
input points, and ablation studies that show the effective
contribution of each of our network components. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Sect. VI.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Deep Learning on 3D Point Clouds
For 3D points, there is no grid-like structure to apply the
convolution operation on. So several earlier techniques took
Fig. 1: The proposed FatNet architecture for the classification and segmentation tasks. Upper path: classification over c classes.
Lower path: segmentation over the r parts of class c.
the 3D points and projected them on a 2D grid like structure,
following which, 2D CNNs were used on the projections.
Networks such as MVCNN [7] sample 80 views from the
point clouds and project them to 2D, which are then processed
by a CNN. This is followed by a view-pooling operation, the
output of which was fed into another CNN which is used
for classification. Another grid-like representation is the voxel
based one. VoxNet [8] sample 3D points into a 32× 32× 32
3D occupancy grid which is processed by a 3D CNN. The net-
works that require projections have some notable drawbacks,
the most important of which is the computational expense.
Storage and processing of multiple views or voxel based data
is computationally expensive and projection of the data on to
a view point or a small 3D occupancy grid leads to the loss of
important information. The first works in processing the point
clouds directly were based on the observation that the network
layers need to learn an order-invariant representation of the
input points. Two approaches were introduced in this regard,
namely permutation invariance and permutation equivariance.
The permutation invariance approach was introduced in the
PointNet [1] paper, where the authors hypothesised learning
a symmetric function to account for all M ! permutations of
the input points of a point cloud. The major drawback of this
approach was that the network only looked at the global point
coordinates so this representation was not as robust. Locality
information was introduced by the authors in PointNet++ [3]
where they used farthest point sampling to uniformly sample
points to build a local region, and grouped them based on a
radius-based ball query to define a local region. The PointNet
architecture was the applied to this local space. These networks
have found applications in exploring spatial context for scene
segmentation [9], 3D object detection from RGB-D data [10],
and even normal and curvature estimation [11] from noisy
point clouds. Networks such as SO-Net [12] perform hierar-
chical feature extraction using Self-Organising Maps (SOMs).
The networks discussed so far capture local geometric in-
formation using local points. Dynamic Graph Convolutional
Neural Networks (DGCNNs) [4] compute edge features based
on these points to learn a relationship between the points and
its features. These networks recompute the graph based on the
nearest neighbours at every layer, and hence they are termed
as dynamic. Networks such as SpiderCNN [13] (SpiderConv)
and PointCNN [14] (X-Conv) define convolution operations
on point clouds based on local geometric information, rather
than using a symmetric function to process them.
B. Attention mechanisms
Self attention mechanisms aim to learn context beyond
a networks receptive field. The first successful work in in-
corporating such a mechanism in CNNs was squeeze and
excitation networks [5]. They proposed to global average pool
feature map information into a single vector creating a global
representation, that was then encoded-decoded and passed
through a sigmoid gating to generate attention weights for
each feature map in an activation output. The maps were
then scaled via multiplication with these attention weights.
SE Blocks have been extensively used in object detection [15],
image segmentation [16] and scene classification [17] to name
a few applications. We extensively use variations of SE Blocks
as the attention mechanisms for our feature-aware layers and
global aggregation units in FatNet.
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we first provide an overview of the FatNet ar-
chitecture, we then describe the new feature-attentive layer. For
clarity, we break this down into a purely textual description,
followed by a more formal description of the layer’s processes.
Finally we describe our new feature aggregation module that
weights max pooling and average pooling.
A. Overview
The proposed FatNet architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It takes
a N × 3 point cloud as input and outputs a class label or a
set of per-point semantic segmentation labels. The input is
fed into a transformer net that employs FatNet layers (without
attention) to regress a 3 × 3 transform. This aligns the point
cloud, which is then fed into a series of FatNet layers (with
attention) to create a permutation-invariant embedding of the
points.
We use residual connections to transfer information between
layers, allowing us to train deeper and more stable network ar-
chitectures. For layers where the dimension of the embedding
is increased, we cannot employ the usual identity mapping to
pass the input to the output in the context of residual blocks.
To deal with this we employ a shared-weight MLP, before the
addition of the embedding from layer l − 1 to the lth layer
embedding. Two such MLPs are shown in the upper part of
Fig. 1.
To exploit feature reuse and obtain a better global contextual
aggregation, we concatenate the output of every previous
FatNet layer (FAT layer) before feeding this feature set forward
into the final 1024-D FAT layer (see orange connections in
Fig. 1). The output of this final 1024-dimensional embedding
is then aggregated using our novel FatNet aggregation unit
(Sect. VI), to get a 1024 dimensional vector representing the
input point cloud. This vector is used to classify or segment
the point cloud using a generic MLP. For the segmentation
tasks, the output of the MLP is reshaped to get a per-point
semantic segmentation.
B. FAT Transformer Net
The FAT transformer network contains 3 FAT Layers (with-
out attention) which embed the point cloud into a 64, 128 and
a 1024 dimensional space respectively. The output embedding
from the final layer is aggregated into a global context (pooled)
feature vector that is fed into a multi-layer perceptron with
two hidden layers of size 512 and 256. The output is a
final dense layer of size 9 that is reshaped into a 3 × 3
transformation matrix, the elements of which are the learnt
transformation values for the point cloud. A simple matrix
multiplication of this matrix with the input point cloud, aligns
the points in 3D space. The architecture can be seen as a
mini version of the FatNet architecture. FatNet without any
alignment of input point clouds on the ModelNet40 dataset
performs inferior to even the most basic transformation matrix
that 1D convolutions can learn.
We compared the results of our transformer network to the
one presented in PointNet. We observe a 0.6% performance
gain over processing point clouds unaligned, and a 0.3% per-
formance gain over using the PointNet transformation network
using our approach. Our results are summarized in Table I.
Transformation Acc (%)
FatNet + Unaligned ModelNet40 (No Transformer) 92.6
FatNet + T-Net (PointNet Input Transformer) 92.9
FatNet + FAT T-Net (Our Contribution) 93.2
TABLE I: Effect of input transformer on the FatNet output.
C. The Feature-attentive Layer (FAT layer)
Fig. 2: The layer structure employed in FatNet.
The building blocks of a FAT layer can be seen in Fig. 2.
Information in the layer propagates to the next layer via skip
connections that can adjust the dimension of the previous
layer’s embedding via shared MLP structures, if necessary.
Each FAT layer computes separate point and edge embeddings
that are rescaled using a squeeze-excite feature attention mech-
anism. We concatenate the rescaled point and edge features
and pass them to the next layer.
The point embedding operation corresponds to a PointNet-
style feature extraction using a shared-weight MLP (conv1D),
while the edge embedding is achieved via dynamic graphs,
as in the DGCNN architecture. We use a squeeze-excite
feature attention block, depicted in Fig. 3, to calculate attention
weights for each individual feature embeddings. In the feature
embedding block, we learn the attention weights for each
point/edge feature using a shared-weight encoder-decoder with
two dense layers. The input embeddings are first maxpooled to
get a single vector, after which they are fed into the encoder-
decoder. The first dense layer takes an input the size of the
maxpooled output. The second dense layer is the bottleneck
layer that compresses this input via some compression ratio
(a ratio of eight is used). The bottleneck representation is
then upsampled back to the original dimension and passed
through a sigmoid gating to get the attention weights. These
weights scale the individual point/edge features to recalibrate
their effect on the output.
The weighted output from the edge embedding layer is
then (re)maxpooled across the neighbors, concatenated with
the output from the point embedding MLP, and fed into the
next layer. Each point embedding computes an embedding
using conv1D, batch normalization (BN) and LeakyReLU as
a part of its output estimation. The output from the second
point embedding in the FAT layer propagates via a residual
connection to the output of the first point embedding of the
next layer. The edge embedding has a similar structure of
conv1D - BN - LeakyReLU, which are used to learn edge
weights.
D. Formal definition of FAT layer processes
1) Notation: For the lth FAT layer, we denote the D-
dimensional embedding of the set of N -points as Xl =
{xl1, . . . ,xlN}, where xli ∈ RD. Furthermore, we define the
set of K nearest neighbour (kNN) edges for the ith point
(i ∈ {1 . . . N}) in the lth layer to be ∆Xli = {xlj1 −
xli, . . . ,x
l
jK
− xli}, where jk : jk ∈ {1, . . . , N} ∧ (jk 6= i).
We denote MLP-based point embedding and edge embedding
functions of the lth layer by hlj(.) and e
l
j(.) respectively, where
j ∈ {1, 2} is used to represent the fact that there are a pair
of concatenated shared-weight MLPs within each of the point
and edge embeddings, as shown in Fig. 2.
2) Point embedding: The first point embedding function in
the lth layer, hl1(.), applies an embedding to the set of points
from the layer l − 1:
hl1(X









where Dl is the dimension of the lth layer embedding and
hl1 is implemented using a shared-weight MLP. The output of






δ is the LeakyReLU activation function and Blj is the j
th
(j ∈ {1, 2}) batch normalization (BN) in the lth layer. This
output is then fed into another shared MLP/BN combination.







3) Edge embedding: We determine the k nearest neigh-
bours (k = 20) in the feature space at some layer, Then one
pass of the input ∆Xl−1i through conv1D-BN-LeakyReLU












4) Feature attention: We employ a shared-weight encoder-
decoder structure to be applied to both point and edge embed-
dings. To ensure edge embeddings are the same size as point
embeddings for this structure, they are max pooled over all
K nearest neighbours. We denote the shared-weight encoder-
decoder encoding weights as Wl1 and the decoding weights as
Wl2. Thus the point attention weight, S
l
w, and edge attention
















Fig. 3: The feature attention block present in every FAT layer.
where σ(.) represents the sigmoid function. These then scale
the embeddings as:
Sl2 ← Sl2 · Slw, El2 ← El2 ·Elw, (3)
The weighted output of the edge embedding is then maxpooled
over its nearest neighbours, again to match its dimensions with
the point embedded output. These values are now the same in
dimension and hence can be concatenated together to form the
output of the FAT layer, Xl = [Sl2 : E
l
2], where [ : ] denotes
concatenation. This point embedding is fed into the subsequent
FAT layers.
E. Global Feature Aggregation (GFA) Block
Fig. 4: Average pooling and max pooling operations are passed
through a shared-weight encoder-decoder (compression ratio
= 16) followed by a sigmoid gating to give attention weights
for both poolings. The scaled outputs are added together to
give the our Global Feature Aggregation (GFA) block.
Existing point cloud processing architectures embed the
points into a higher dimensional feature space and follow up
with a max pooling global feature aggregation. Given that
all the information present in the embeddings is combined
into this global aggregation, it certainly demands further study
to see if better encodings can be created of the information
extracted via the conv1D operations. To the best of our
knowledge, no prior work has been done to study or modify
this global feature aggregation since the inception of PointNet
itself. One of the contributions of PointNet showed that max
pooling aggregation is superior to average pooling. However,
that by no means suggests that average pooled features cannot
contribute to the overall network performance.
To this end, we propose to take the average pooled and max
pooled features and learn the attention weights to scale their
individual influences on the output. We take the final feature
embedding from the 1024-D FAT layer and simultaneously
max pool and average pool them to obtain two vectored rep-
resentations. These representations are both fed into a shared
weighted encoder-decoder similar to the one in Fig. 3 with a
compression ratio of 16, the output of which is passed through
a sigmoid gating to get the weights for both aggregations.
These weights then scale the outputs of their respective pooling
operations and are then added together. In training, the network
learns to appropriately weight aggregated features from both
feature aggregation techniques. Later we demonstrate that
this gives better results than max pooling alone. Our Global
Feature Aggregation (GFA) block is illustrated in Fig. 4.
IV. EVALUATION OF POINT CLOUD CLASSIFICATION
We use the ModelNet40 dataset [18] for classification.
ModelNet40 contains 12,311 CAD models for 40 objects in
3D. The models are man made for the 40 object categories and
the dataset is divided into a training and test split of 9,843 and
2,468 respectively. We use the same split for our experiments
and report the results on the test set.
To demonstrate that our method improves performance over
PointNet and DGCNN, we use the same pre-processing as
in their experiments. Hence, for each of the 3D models,
we sample 1024 points uniformly from the mesh faces and
normalise these points to a unit sphere. The dataset contains
points as well as surface normals. We only consider the point
cloud coordinates and discard the remaining information for
our experiments. During training, we use data augmentation
to add variations in our dataset. Random rotations and scaling
are added along with per point jitter to perturb the location
of the points. This is the same strategy as was used for data
augmentation in PointNet++ [3] training.
We use Tensorflow [19] for all our implementations, unless
explicitly stated otherwise. For the classification task, we use
the same training setting as in PointNet [1]. Our classification
network was trained using a batch size of 8, on one Nvidia
GTX 1080 Ti and categorical cross entropy loss. We use Adam
[20] with a learning rate of 0.001, which is reduced using a
decay parameter of 0.7. The decay rate for batch normalization
is 0.9. We train our model for 250 epochs.
Our classification results are summarised in Table II and
compared with other published architectures. All networks
shown are trained on 1024 points unless stated. Our network
achieves state of the art results in terms of both class, as
well as instance accuracy. As our architecture was inspired
by both PointNet and DGCNN, it is useful to see if our
methodology provides any improvement over the two. We
implement FatNet vanilla, which does not use any attention
mechanisms in the FAT layers and aggregates global features
using max pooling. FatNet vanilla outperforms PointNet’s
class and instance accuracy by 3.0% and 2.6% respectively,
which can be seen as a considerable performance gain. Re-
running DGCNN from the author’s official github repository
gave a class and instance accuracy of 89.2% and 91.6%





3D ShapeNets [18] 77.3 84.7
VoxNet [8] 83.0 85.9
Subvolume [21] 86.0 89.2
ECC [22] 83.2 87.4
PointNet [1] 86.0 89.2
PointNet++ [3] - 90.7
KD-Net (Depth 10) [23] 86.3 90.6
KD-Net (Depth 15) [23] 88.5 91.8
DGCNN [4] 90.2 92.2
SO-Net [12] (2048× 3) 87.3 90.9
SpiderCNN [13] - 90.5
PCNN [24] - 92.3
PointCNN [14] 88.1 92.2
FatNet Vanilla (Ours) 90.0 91.8
FatNet (Ours) 90.6 93.2
TABLE II: Classification results on the ModelNet40 dataset.
we compare with the results we obtained during our runs.
We observe a 0.8% and 0.2% performance gain over the
two accuracy metrics by just combining the two embeddings,
which we believe emperically justifies the need for FAT layers.
FatNet itself, on the other hand, considerably outperforms
every architecture that processes points in their raw form. We
outperform DGCNN, the previous state of the art, by 0.4%
in terms of class accuracy and by 1% in terms of instance
accuracy. The best in class instance accuracy was previously
obtained by PCNN [24]. Our architecture outperforms their










PointNet [1] 3.5 40 16.6 89.2
PointNet++ [3] 1.5 12 163.2 90.7
DGCNN [4] 1.9 21 27.2 92.2
PCNN [24] 8.2 94 117.0 92.3
FatNet 2.7 41 52.3 93.2
TABLE III: Model complexity vs performance for different
architectures. Our model provides a good trade-off between
model complexity and accuracy (as reported on the Model-
Net40 dataset). Our forward pass for inference is considerably
faster than PointNet++ and PCNN approaches along with a
manageable model size.
Table III shows the overall model performance of FatNet
with respect to its model complexity. We only compare
our model with officially reported values of the architec-
tures. FatNet contains 2.7 million parameters making it fairly
lightweight. It has fewer parameters than PointNet even though
it combines the type of embeddings seen in both PointNet and
DGCNN. This is due to the fact that feature transformers used
in PointNet consume a lot of parameters. Our inference time
is understandably slightly slower than that of PointNet and
DGCNN, but it is over 3 times faster than PointNet++ and over
2 times faster PCNN, while also being more accurate than the
two. Overall, our network achieves a good trade-off between
model complexity and performance. It is useful to know that
the inference times depend on the type of GPUs used. We
used Nivida GTX 1080Tis for all our experiments which have
lesser number of cores, compared to the Nvidia Titan X which
was used by the respective authors to run DGCNN, PointNet,
PointNet++ and PCNN.
B. Further Experiments on ModelNet40
We used the ModelNet40 dataset for a series of experiments
to finalise our network architecture, which we now discusses
in detail. We conducted several experiments initially using
the PointNet architecture to observe the effects of differ-
ent point embedding styles as well as the effect of nearest
neighbours on edge embeddings computed for our feature-
attentive layer. The results from the experiments showed an
increase in performance when skip connections were added
to PointNet. Also, using 20 nearest neighbours to compute





Fig. 5: Different ablation setups for the FAT layer.
Method Accuracy (%)
Combine at end 88.9
Combine per layer 89.6
Residual + Combine per layer 90.0
Residual + Combine per layer - 1 FC 63.6
TABLE IV: FAT layer ablation experiments. Results are the
values for the class accuracy on the ModelNet40 dataset.
1) Experimenting with FAT layers: Certain combinations
of local and global geometric properties work better than
others in terms of performance. We combined the global
and local vectors at different stages in the network to test
our hypotheses. We do not use any attention mechanisms
here. Our first experiment comprised of running two parallel
blocks of embeddings, each looking at global (PointNet),
and local (DGCNN) geometric properties respectively. Global
feature aggregation over the outputs of these embeddings was
concatenated to give a vector that comprised of information
from both networks. This was then fed into a three-layer
MLP for classification. We also computed, and then combined,
the global and local feature vectors per layer, and computed
further embeddings based on this combination. The combina-
tion per layer results in a better accuracy than combining the
features at the end.
We then added residual connections to this setting which
further improved the performance of the networks by 0.4%
and we used this as our final architecture. Further experiments
were conducted, such as removing the fully connected layers,
but they all resulted in a drastic drop in the accuracy of the
network. This leads us to believe that the fully connected
layers are an important part of the architecture. We did try
to increase the number of FAT layers to create a much deeper
network that does not require fully connected layers and ob-
served that the model’s ability to learn point cloud processing
tasks does improve with deeper layers. Unfortunately, this
also considerably increases the training time and so we did
not proceed further with these experiments. Our results are
summarized in Table IV. The block diagrams to visualize these
ablations are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 6: Robustness to sparse point inputs, compared with
DGCNN.
2) Robustness to missing points: To test how our network
would do with sparse input points, we observed the degra-
dation of our network’s accuracy with respect to a small
number of input points. We ran the network for 75 epochs
with the same hyperparameters as discussed in Sect. IV, and
recorded the best test set accuracy. Surprisingly, the accuracy
of FatNet does not degrade to a large extent, even when the
number of points input to the network drops to 128, showing
how robust our network is to random point dropout. Figure 6
(left) shows the comparison of our observation with DGCNN.
The performance of DGCNN reduces considerably when the
number of points drop below 384, while our network manages
to maintain a 86.1% accuracy, even with 128 points.
C. Ablation Studies
We now shift our attention to show that the final architecture
created, is in-fact the most optimal setting of the building
blocks that it is comprised of. We single out four reasons
why we believe that our architecture outperforms the current
state of the art. These factors are: i) the FAT layers, ii) feature
attention in the FAT layer, iii) skip connections between the
layers and iv) the global feature aggregation unit. We have
already shown the superiority of having feature-attentive layers
in Table II, so we omit it for this experiment. Further, in
Sect. IV-B1, we have already shown how skip connections
learn better feature representations. So we experiment with
removing the feature attention block, while keeping the rest of
the network as proposed, and then changing the global feature
aggregation unit with max pooling based global aggregation,
keeping the rest of the network as proposed, and report our
results. In both cases, we observe a decrease in the perfor-
mance of the architecture, showing that they are important
components of our proposed architecture. The proposed global
feature aggregation unit seems to play a large role in our
network’s performance, as it is responsible for almost a 0.4%
increase in accuracy. Table V shows the results of the ablation
tests.
Transformation Acc (%)
FatNet - Feature Attention in FAT Layer 93.0
FatNet - Global Feature Aggregation Unit 92.8
TABLE V: Summarising the two ablation settings experi-
mented with.
We also experimented with different types of aggregation
functions in our global feature aggregation (GFA) block.
Our options were concatenating (CA), max pooling (MPA),
and adding the attention-scaled pooling values (ours).
Concatenating these values after attention scaling performed
the worst. Max pooling provided good results, but addition
gave the best results and we used this method in our final
architecture. Table VI summarises our results.
Method Instance Accuracy (%)
PointNet + MP 88.8
PointNet + CA 89.1
PointNet + MPA 89.2
PointNet + Ours 89.4
FatNet + Ours 93.2
TABLE VI: Global feature aggregation ablations. PointNet
results are based on our Keras re-implementation that achieves
88.8% instance accuracy (Original instance accuracy - 89.2%)
Here, MP -max pooling, CA- concatenated attention, MPA -
max pooling attention, Ours - FatNet global feature aggrega-
tion block.
V. EVALUATION OF SEGMENTATION PERFORMANCE
We now compare the performance of our network with
respect to the state of the art in 3D point cloud segmentation.
For this section, the architecture is the same as the segmen-
tation architecture shown in the bottom branch of Fig. 1.
We embed the transformer aligned 3D points into a higher
dimensional space using FAT layers, and finally use our FatNet
global aggregation unit to get a point cloud statistic. Residual
connections feed information to a final layer before the global
aggregation unit, where it is concatenated and processed by
a single FAT layer. We use our global aggregation statistic as
the input into a three-layer MLP, which is then reshaped to
give the point-wise segmentation result.
A. 3D Part Segmentation
For this section, we use the ShapeNet part dataset [25].
Given a 3D point cloud, the task is to segment semantic parts
of the point cloud. The dataset contains 16,881 3D models of
16 object categories with 50 part segmentation ground truths.
















TABLE VII: Part segmentation results on the ShapeNet part
dataset.
metric for this task is the mean intersection over union (mIoU)
for all the shapes in a particular category. It is computed by
averaging out the IoUs of all the different shapes belonging
to each object category. We use the official train/val/test split
for consistency with other results.
We obtain two results for this task. The first result is
obtained using FatNet with max pooling (MP) and the other,
with the full architecture, as shown in Fig. 1. Point cloud
segmentation has been shown in PointNet to be sensitive to
combining the right type of global and local features to obtain
the best results. Hence, it is no surprise that our architecture
shows competitive performance compared to existing archi-
tectures that use raw points as input in terms of the overall
benchmark metric on the test set. We get an overall mIOU of
85.5%, which is 0.4% higher than that obtained by PointNet++
(which uses point and normals) and DGCNN, and 1.8% higher
than PointNet. Out of the 16 categories in the ShapeNet
dataset, FatNet gets the best results in six categories, which is
the joint highest with DGCNN. Even on the objects that the
architecture does not get the best in class results, it mostly
gets a IoU value close to the best for that object.
B. Robustness to random point dropout
We observe the robustness of our segmentation architecture
by dropping out points randomly and observing the effect on
the network performance. We directly compare with the results
presented in DGCNN. Our architecture is robust and accurate,
providing a mIOU of almost 80%, even when almost half the
points are dropped from the point cloud. The performance of
our architecture is far beter in general, compared to that of
DGCNN in terms of robustness to fewer input points. The
mIoU of DGCNN drops down steeply with a decrease in the
number of points, while our architecture maintains a robust
performance. The graph showing the quantitative differences
between the performance of DGCNN and FatNet for this task
can be visualized in Fig. 6 (right).
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed FatNet, an architecture for 3D point cloud
processing that employs feature attention and residual learn-
ing to achieve state of the art results on benchmark point
cloud analysis tasks. We hypothesised that feature-attentive
layers can increase performance by incorporating additional
relevance context. Our idea was validated by the performance
of FatNet on benchmark tasks and through a series of ablation
tests. Our architecture is robust to random point dropout and
provides a good trade-off between model complexity and
performance. Our feature-attentive layer is a simple novel
performance enhancement that can be easily incorporated into
any existing 3D point cloud processing pipeline.
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